INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FLYING SPIDER BY AUTOBAN
PARTS
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Ceiling rose
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Supporting wire

Electrical cable
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YOU WILL NEED
-Appropriate hardware for attaching the lamp to your specific
ceiling
-Philips head screwdriver
-4mm Allen Key
-An electrical screwdriver
-A professional electrician
-The help of a friend
NOTES
NOTE 1: Installation should only be performed by a professional
electrician. All power must be turned off during installation.
NOTE 2: Your product arrives packed in numerous layers that
protect it during transport. It is important that you remove
the packaging carefully to avoid damaging your furniture. Refer
to our information sheet ‘Unpacking Your Furniture” for further
details.
NOTE 3: Great care is required when assembling our products as
they can mark very easily if banged or dropped. Use blankets to
soften the assembly surface.
NOTE 4: We advise that assembly and disassembly is undertaken
by a minimum of 2 people and that one person is supporting the
lamp body at all times during installation.
NOTE 5: When screwing in bolts, tighten well but be sure NOT TO
OVERTIGHTEN.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
FLYING SPIDER
INSTRUCTIONS
1. MOUNT ANCHOR PLATE TO CEILING
a. Using the Philips head screwdriver, remove the anchor plate
from the ceiling rose by loosening the bolts on either side.
b. Pull electrical cable from the ceiling and insert into the
central hole in the anchor plate.
c. Attach the anchor plate to the ceiling using appropriate
hardware inserted through the remaining holes in the anchor
plate. Tighten firmly but do not overtighten.
Attach the anchor plate
to the ceiling using
appropriate hardware
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Electrical cable
2. SET PREFERRED DROP LENGTH
a. On the ceiling rose, loosen by hand the locking device that
holds the support wire. Pull the wire to adjust it to the appropriate hanging length. Tighten the locking device by hand,
then lightly tug the wire to confirm that is securely in place.
Tidy up the excess wire by neatly coiling. We advise against
cutting the wire in case of relocation or desire to change
height in future.
b. On the ceiling rose, use the 4mm Allen key to loosen the
locking device that holds the fabric covered cable. Pull the
fabric covered cable to adjust it to a suitable length for the
supporting wire, but with some slack - the fabric covered cable
should hang loosely. Tighten the locking device with the Allen
key. Neatly coil the excess cable into the ceiling rose.

Locking device for
support wire
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Locking device for
fabric-covered cable

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
FLYING SPIDER
3. CONNECT ELECTRICS
a. After the drop lengths have been set, use an electrical
screwdriver to connect lamp electrics to ceiling electrics.
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b. While holding the ceiling rose against the ceiling, align
the holes on the sides of the ceiling rose with the holes in
the sides of the anchor plate.
c. Use the Philips head screwdriver to tighten both bolts firmly
without overtightening.

